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Re-Entering Well
This year started with people sharing
wonderful 2020 Vision statements. We
saw them on t-shirts, stickers, advertisements, any
place that would get our attention and our hopes up for a memorable
year. I used it as the title of the first Lamplighter message of the
year. Here is part of what I wrote:
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† Bishop Easterlings Call to
end institutional racism

† History of Independence
Day

† Update on Re-opening
† Who was Isabella Thoburn?
† Ways United Methodists
can stand against racism

It’s a new month, a new year, and a new decade. I’m excited. I know
life is on a continuum, but there is something about having a milestone
as a stop and evaluate point that gets me excited. If we feel that
things are going well, we can analyze what we are doing and keep it
going. If we feel that things aren’t going well, we can analyze what
we’ve done, hit reset and don’t do it again… When we were children, we
called it a do-over. That’s fine except, do-overs may mean that we use
the same materials and give it another try. That works for sports, but
on a life journey, if we DO the same things, WITH the same things, we
get the same results… The things we used to do is important for our
history. The things we plan to do is necessary for our future. Jeremiah
29:11 says, “For I know the plans I have for you” declares the LORD,
“plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a
future.”
Never, in my wildest dreams, did I imagine that we would be experiencing what we have the past 6 months. When challenging things happen,
I ask God, “In light of this, what am I to learn?”. I learned that the
light of truth needed to shine on the way we have been living in our
homes, church, community, nation, and the world.
The need for positive and progressive change dictates that we must
act swiftly and safely. Micah 6:8 reminds us that the Lord requires
us to do justice, love kindness, and to walk humbly with God.
Re-entering Well is more than occupying a building again. It is
embracing what it needed to take the lessons learned and build
a better environment.
Our Re-Entering Well Team is working on the
documents needed to re-enter in stages. Meaning,
for the well-being of all: staff, members,
volunteers, leaders, partnerships, and
visitors. The team must design a
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Bishop calls for dismantling of the architecture of institutional racism
Bishop LaTrelle Easterling was scheduled to make remarks at the Interfaith Prayer Vigil in
Washington, D.C. June 3. The vigil, which you can read about here, was interrupted. Below are
her remarks.
I want to thank Bishop Mariann Budde for the invitation to participate in this vigil. May God
bless and keep you.
To the families of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and so many others, I offer
my deepest condolences. On May 25, in Minneapolis, MN George Floyd was apprehended by
officers and murdered on the street.
On March 13, Breonna Taylor was killed in her home by police officers having committed no crime nor being
sought under any warrant. On Sunday, February 23, Ahmaud Arbery was murdered on the streets of Brunswick, GA,
by vigilantes who were not arrested for 74 days. All these individuals have in common is that they are Black.
Being Black is not a pre-existing condition; being Black is not justification for probable cause; being Black is
not to be inherently suspicious nor suspect. Being Black is a gift from Almighty God and a manifestation of an aspect
of God. This nation for 200 years enslaved Black and brown flesh for economic gain. The consequences of that
enslavement, which in this case is the insidious ideology that some persons are less human than others, still infects the
fabric of this nation. And to be clear, this racism is ungodly, unconstitutional and unpatriotic.
The inherent worth, dignity and sacredness of Black men, women and children is not debatable, nor do we
need justification to exist and enjoy the foundational unalienable rights of this great nation. The Emancipation
Proclamation was signed 155 years ago. 155 years is a long time to continue to strategically, systematically and
intentionally get something wrong. Yet, as Dr. King notably taught, the time is always right to do what is right. As a
bishop of The United Methodist Church, as a citizen of this country, and as a mother, I demand that the leaders of this
country and all of her institutions finally do what is right, which is to live her creed, uphold the rights established in
her founding documents and the amendment that abolished the enslavement of God-breathed flesh. On behalf of those
who have and are suffering under unjust laws, policies and practices, I demand that every elected official, every police
chief and those within the judicial system root out the demons of racism, classism and systemic oppression, and that
all religious leaders teach the precepts contained in the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament that all flesh is equal
and that racism is sin.
For a veteran officer to continue to leverage his full body weight on the neck of another human being as the
man repeatedly stated he could not breathe, gasped for air, and called for his mother is abhorrent. It was not done to
enforce nor uphold the law. It was done to send the same message of terror that was being communicated through the
whip, through lynchings, Jim Crow, and acts such as the Tulsa race massacre - that you had better remain in your
place of subservience. But today, I extol the sacred message God spoke when God breathed life into dust, the message
continued when Jesus the Christ opened the scroll and proclaimed good news to the poor, freedom for the prisoners,
recovery of sight for the blind and that the oppressed be freed. The message expressed at this nation’s founding that
all men and women are created equal and again demand that this country root out the structural sin of institutional
racism and white supremacy.
It is time for this nation to be both cognizant and conscious. It is possible to be cognizant of an issue,
challenge or problem without being conscious of one’s role or complicity therein. The architecture of whiteness and
white supremacy is only maintained by the silence, complicity and support of persons of privilege in this country. It is
not enough to say I am not a racist. If you have not committed to the practice of being an anti-racist, then you are
complicit in racism. The UMC states in her social principles that we condemn racism, ethnocentrism, tribalism and
any other ideology that believes one group of human beings is superior to any other. We utterly reject laws, policies
and social practices that marginalize, discriminate and/or encourage the use of violence against individuals,
communities or other social groups based on perceived racial, ethnic or tribal differences.
The time is now. Dismantle the architecture of whiteness and white supremacy; stop creating, implementing
and supporting policies that perpetuate economic injustice; stop the dog-whistle political maneuverings which incite
violence against people of color; commit to being an anti-racist; stop over-policing Black and brown bodies; stop
using deadly force in ordinary police interactions with Black and brown people. Stop killing us!
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This month, let’s remember our heritage and
where we came from in Beltsville. Here is a
little history of the Ebenezer Meeting House.
Thanks to Ted Ladd for pulling this info.
From History of the Methodist Church in Beltsville
In June 1836, Evan and Verlinda Beall Shaw sold one acre of land to
five Trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church ($5 a person) for the purpose
of building a structure for worship. This land was part of the Shaw plantation,
located in Beltsville. The church was named Ebenezer Meeting House and
stood at the northeast corner of the intersection of what is now Gunpowder
Road and Powder Mill Road. The late Miss Susie Beall recorded in her
writings the following: “The church building was a small log structure with a
gallery across the rear of the church. The plantation slaves sat in the gallery
which was reached by an outside ladder. A small graveyard surrounded the
church. Some stones were still standing after 1900. The cemetery contained
whites of the community and slaves. The congregation was led by Circuit
Riders and later by the father of Marcellus Roby.” Today this land belongs to
the Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission, and about a
Ebenezer Meeting House
dozen graves are marked only by field stones. From 1842 to 1848, Ebenezer
Historical Marker
was part of the Bladensburg Circuit. Ebenezer and more than a dozen other
churches were probably part of the Bladensburg Circuit before 1842. Evan Shaw’s will, dated January 1857, stated
that his slaves were to be freed and were to inherit his plantation at his and his
wife’s death. Mr. Shaw died in 1858 and his wife, Verlinda, died a few years
later.
Land records from 1866 show that the former slaves sold 100 acres of
the plantation, and in 1877 they sold the remaining acres. This included the
one acre of land where Ebenezer Meeting House stood and the surrounding
cemetery. No record has been found showing that the Baltimore Conference
has ever claimed the one-acre purchased by the trustees in 1836.
Ebenezer Meeting House was built on this location and was in use until about 1861. A cemetery was located near the log meeting house. Several
Grave stone near
gravesites still remain. Erected 1986 by the Prince George’s County HistoriEbenezer Meeting House
cal Society. Topics. This historical marker is listed in this topic
list: Churches & Religion. Location.

Troop 1033 Update
By Jenny Kresge

Troop 1033 continues to stay active, meeting online each Thursday evening at 7pm. For several
meetings in May, a guest speaker joined them to work on the Entrepreneurship Merit Badge. He
taught the scouts what it means to be an entrepreneur and some of the things that need to be
considered to make a business a success. Then the scouts used what they learned to discuss ideas for
businesses they might want to open someday. The scouts also continue to have fun playing games
online together.
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the Troop's planned week of summer camp at Rodney Scout Reservation at the
end of June has been cancelled. The Troop has been brainstorming other activities for the summer that could be done
while maintaining appropriate safety precautions.
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Ways United Methodists can stand against racism*
by Joe Iovino
Those living in the United States exist in a culture permeated with racial bias. We may
not be able to avoid racism, but we don't have to accept it. If God's kingdom is to come, and
God's will is to be done on earth as it is in heaven, things need to change.
We United Methodists can be agents of that transformation by changing our beliefs,
changing our actions, and working to change the world.

Changing beliefs about race
Becoming an agent of transformation includes focusing within ourselves. We need to allow God to shape our inner
thoughts and attitudes toward race.
Pray – Changing our beliefs begins with prayer, which "is foundational to everything we do as Christians,"
writes Katelin Hansen, Director of Strategic Initiatives and Training, at the United Methodist Church and
Community Development for All People. In addition to prayers for events of racial injustice in the news and
your life, pray for God to change your heart and attitudes. Hansen offers a sample prayer:
Triune God, help us be ever faithful to your example: affirming of our unique identities, while remaining unified as one body in you. Help us seek out the voices that are missing, and empower the marginalized. Let our witness of repentance, justice, and reconciliation bring glory to You, O Lord.
Broaden your education – It is important to include more voices in your learning. The internet is a great resource to find authors and thinkers whose racial and cultural backgrounds differ from your own. In a video
produced by the General Commission on Religion and Race (GCORR) Hansen shares, "I turned to the digital
world to continue my racial education, to serve as the professors of justice and theology that I never had."
Seek new relationships – There is no substitute for sharing consistent, ongoing, authentic relationships with
people of color. Developing those relationships may mean moving out of your comfort zone. Hansen and her
husband became members of a multi-race and multi-class church. "We joined out of a belief that isolating ourselves among believers of similar backgrounds just deprives our own souls of God's majesty," she says in the
GCORR video.

Forming authentic relationships takes time. Don't rush it.
United Methodists can find ways to change their beliefs, their behavior and work to change the world.
Changing behavior
We live out our changing beliefs through changes in behavior. Through some bigger steps we begin to act on what we
believe about race.
Empower leaders – Use your resources to promote and equip leaders of color. Then, be willing to follow.
Listen and act on opinions, activities, and points of view different from your own.
Show up – "At the guidance and invitation of leaders of color," Hansen writes, "show up when called upon."
As we come together for conversations and demonstrations, we build a culture of justice in our community and
model multi-cultural love and understanding.
Spend responsibly – Support racial equality through your shopping and donations. Shop at local markets
owned by people of color. Donate to charities and ministries led by and supporting those of diverse racial and
ethnic backgrounds.
Continued on page 9
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This month’s member is Karen Mackey

How long have you been a member of Emmanuel? I have been coming to Emmanuel my
whole life, over 56 years.
Who was the Pastor when you began attending Emmanuel? According to the pictures on
brick wall in the Narthex the minister when I started attending would have been either
Matthias W. Bott (57-64) or Gloyd E. Allis (64-71), but I don’t remember those Pastors. The
Pastor that I do remember is Carroll “Pete” Warner (71-77).
What is your fondest memory of being a member? My fondest memories are coming to
church with my mother and grandfather Ormen Street. I still can
remember my grandfather passing around the offering plate when he
was an usher so many years ago.
What are some of the ministries you have been involved in over
the years? I was part of the MYF (Methodist Youth Fellowship). We
would go on camping trips to West River and I was one of the
members of the Heavenly Hosts. The Heavenly Hosts would cater
Karen in the youth choir in 1982
fundraiser dinners and other events. I also sang in the Teen Choir and
now sing in the chancel choir. I am very active in the United Methodist
Women. I got involved in UMW because my mother Emmy Lear who is now a circle leader. I remember seeing how
many great programs UMW was involved in and the various mission products that I wanted to be a part of, so I joined
a UMW circle. As everyone knows, I have been the nut lady for the past 14 years. I started selling the pecans after
Mary Lou Galloway. This fundraiser has given me a chance to get to know our members better.
What is your favorite thing about Emmanuel? I feel like everyone in the church is
an extended part of my family. Everyone is very friendly and willing to go the extra
mile to help you if you are in need.

Karen with her
parents and siblings
circa 1975

What is your favorite scripture or Bible verse? John 3:16 For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life.

Anything else you would like to say? The one question that was not asked for this
interview is what my favorite hymn, which is: “Old Rugged Cross”. I get goosebumps
hearing this sung in church, especially when the choir sings the hymn and we all are harmonizing together.
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All About Independence Day (info comes from History.com)
Submitted by Jane Grays

Independence Day
The Fourth of July—also known as Independence Day or July 4th—has been a federal
holiday in the United States since 1941, but the tradition of Independence Day
celebrations goes back to the 18th century and the American Revolution. On July 2nd,
1776, the Continental Congress voted in favor of independence, and two days later
delegates from the 13 colonies adopted the Declaration of Independence, a historic
document drafted by Thomas Jefferson. From 1776 to the present day, July 4th has been
celebrated as the birth of American independence, with festivities ranging from fireworks,
parades and concerts to more casual family gatherings and barbecues. The Fourth of July
2020 is on Saturday, July 4, 2020.
A History of Independence Day
When the initial battles in the Revolutionary War broke out in April 1775, few colonists desired complete
independence from Great Britain, and those who did were considered radical. By the middle of the following year,
however, many more colonists had come to favor independence, thanks to growing hostility against Britain and the
spread of revolutionary sentiments such as those expressed in the bestselling pamphlet “Common Sense,” published
by Thomas Paine in early 1776.
On June 7, when the Continental Congress met at the Pennsylvania State House (later Independence Hall) in
Philadelphia, the Virginia delegate Richard Henry Lee introduced a motion calling for the colonies’ independence.
Amid heated debate, Congress postponed the vote on Lee’s resolution, but appointed a five-man committee—
including Thomas Jefferson of Virginia, John Adams of Massachusetts, Roger Sherman of Connecticut, Benjamin
Franklin of Pennsylvania and Robert R. Livingston of New York—to draft a formal statement justifying the break
with Great Britain.
Fourth of July Fireworks
The first fireworks were used as early as 200 BC. The tradition of setting off fireworks on the 4 of July began
in Philadelphia on July 4, 1777, during the first organized celebration of Independence Day. Ship’s cannon fired a 13gun salute in honor of the 13 colonies. The Pennsylvania Evening Post reported: “at night there was a grand exhibition of fireworks (which began and concluded with thirteen rockets) on the Commons, and the city was beautifully
illuminated.”
Fourth of July Becomes a Federal Holiday
The tradition of patriotic celebration became even more widespread after the War of 1812, in which the United
States again faced Great Britain. In 1870, the U.S. Congress made July 4th a federal holiday; in 1941, the provision
was expanded to grant a paid holiday to all federal employees.
Over the years, the political importance of the holiday would decline, but Independence Day remained an
important national holiday and a symbol of patriotism. Falling in mid-summer, the Fourth of July has since the late
19th century become a major focus of leisure activities and a common occasion for family get-togethers, often
involving fireworks and outdoor barbecues. The most common symbol of the holiday is the American flag, and a
common musical accompaniment is “The Star-Spangled Banner,” the national anthem of the United States.

Do you have something for our
newsletter? Send items to the editor,
Rick Bergmann at
lamplighter@eumcbeltsville.com
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Update on Re-Entering

By Jane Grays, Re-entering task force chair and the re-entering team
Hello everyone, we know some of you are ready to see each other face to face again. We all are. We
haven’t set a date to return to in-person services yet. This is a decision that we don’t take lightly
and will continue to have the conversation until we feel that we can re-open in the safest way
possible. When we do re-open, church will not look the same. We will have to make some concessions and changes in order to make it as safe an environment as possible. Below is a summary of
what church will most-likely look like when we do return.
Parking: Everyone should park in the rear lot and enter the building from the handicap ramp; the
steps will be blocked to maintain one entry location.
Social Distancing Guidelines: Everyone must bring and wear a mask. This will not be an option. 6 feet requirements
includes entering the building, there will be markers on the pavement. This also applies to front, back, and side by
side spaces in pews. Families may be seated together but must wait and enter sanctuary at the same time. Once seated
and if additional family members enter the sanctuary, they may be seated elsewhere to maintain the 6ft requirements.
Once you sign in, an usher and/or greeter will escort you to a pre-marked seat. We realize that you may have a
favorite pew, but flexibility is important if we want to gather inside. At the conclusion of service, ushers or greeters
will direct you to designated exit doors.
Restroom use: If it is necessary to use the restroom, parents must take their own young children to the facilities. In
phase one, it would be advisable for everyone to enter the restroom one at a time to maintain distance.
Offering and Collection: We continue to encourage online giving. Otherwise, you will place your donation into a
locked box located in the rear of the sanctuary before being seated. Since we will not offer communion in phase one,
another locked box will be available if you wish to donate to the Pastor’s discretionary fund, 2nd mile, or free will
donations. The locked boxes will be delivered to church office and secured until counted by a member of finance or
another designated church member.
Donuts, Coffee, and Water: There will be no donuts or coffee during phase one. Also, you will not be able to use
water fountains, but bottled water will be available.
In order to make this work, we will need many volunteers to help with checking people in, ushering, taking prayer
requests and many other jobs. If you would like to be a part of that team or have any questions or concerns, please feel
free to email the church office and they will forward it to the re-opening team. Thank you for your patience and understanding in this strange and tumultuous time.
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Isabella Thoburn Taught India's Women (originally printed on Christianity.com)
Submitted by Jane Grays

When Miss Isabella Thoburn opened her first school in India, she was able to coax only seven
frightened girls to enter the room. Their priests had told them that education was a sin for a
woman. To protect the young women from anyone who might try to break up the class, Isabella
hired a man to guard the door with a club.
Isabella was the second youngest of ten children born to a godly family in St. Clairsville,
Ohio. As a child she showed unusual determination with her schoolwork, persisting over problems
until she completely understood them. She gained moral insight, too. Her mother taught her that
we are all on earth to serve, not be served. Isabella never forgot that teaching.
Her brother James went to India as a missionary. He dreamed of lifting India's women out of their ignorance
and hoped his wife might begin the work of educating them, but when she died, that dream evaporated. On an impulse
he wrote Isabella, asking her if she would be willing to teach Indian girls.
Isabella said "yes." As soon as the Methodist church could organize a women's mission society, she was on her
way. Clara Swain, the first female missionary doctor, traveled with her. Isabella arrived in hot India on this day,
January 7, 1870. Immediately, she began visiting women in their Zenanas and sharing the gospel with them. In April
that same year she opened her first school in the Lucknow bazaar.
India's women needed attention. As someone has remarked, they were "unwanted at birth, unhonored in life,
unwept in death."
Isabella worked tirelessly in behalf of these rejected women, traveling across India to urge the founding of
church schools for girls. For many years she edited a semi-monthly newspaper in Hindi, called Women's friend (Rafiq
- i - Niswan). When funds permitted, she acquired a fine building and converted it into a boarding school. That school
grew. It became a high school, added a college and today is Isabella Thoburn College in Lucknow, India.
One of the women she trained was Lilavati Singh, a beautiful and cultivated representative of the upper caste.
Lilavati toured America pleading for funds to expand India's educational work among women. President Harrison
remarked after meeting her, that if she alone had been the result of all the money spent on missions, she was worth the
entire sum. After Isabella's death from cholera in 1901, Lilavati directed the college for eight years.

Find us on Facebook for the most up-to-date information
From the Pastor’s Desk continued from page 1

strategic plan that includes identifying, analyzing, and controlling our risks; how it will affect us financially because of new budget items; and who will be responsible for the administration of the plan. At minimum, returning will require each person to adhere to these basic guidelines:
† Always wear a mask and carry personal sanitizer
† Continue social/personal distancing
† Follow directional signage
† Sign-in for tracking if necessary
† Stay home if you are not feeling well

This is a new month, in a new year, at the beginning of a new decade. It is also our new normal. Keeping the
light on the Pandemic, Protests, Police Procedures, and Protections under the law will take all of us together
fulfilling God’s purpose for us. We must correct our STIGMATIZED sight to 2020 vision, so that we can see
our way to Re-Entering Well – Safely.
Blessings, Pastor
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Memory Verse number 7
Psalm 73:25-28

25 Do I have anyone else in heaven?
There’s nothing on earth I desire except you.
26 My body and my heart fail,
but God is my heart’s rock and my share forever.
27 Look! Those far from you die;
you annihilate all those who are unfaithful to you.
28 But me? It’s good for me to be near God.
I have taken my refuge in you, my Lord God,
so I can talk all about your works!
Racism continued from page 4
Examine your media intake – Expand your social media follows and news sites to include voices and opinions different from your own. For big stories, be sure to consult multiple sources from a variety of points of
view. Don't rely on just one when you form an opinion. Consider your entertainment choices also. Be aware of
the movies, music, and television shows you consume that promote equality, and those that present a bias.
Listen to more voices and remain aware of how they are shaping you.
Changing society
Author and Professor Robin DiAngelo reminds us in a Vital Conversations video from GCORR, racism is "group
prejudice backed up by institutional power." Therefore, to take a stand against racism we cannot simply change our
own beliefs and behaviors. We must also work to change the world.
Advocate – Written and unwritten policies in our neighborhoods, workplaces, churches, schools, and nation
disadvantage certain ethnicities. Learn from the people of color in your neighborhood about the ways they feel
disadvantaged and find ways to participate in changing those systems.
Sponsor – People of color sometimes struggle to access public services, opportunities, and more. Use your
money, gifts, and sphere of influence to make a difference. Sponsor friends and coworkers who need assistance to attend a career seminar. Encourage and lead your congregation toward creating programs like a Freedom School. Invest in people and programs that work toward racial justice.
Take a risk – Meaningful change requires risk. Sometimes we will put our reputations, money, and leadership
opportunities on the line. Shaping our society and institutions to reflect more fully the kingdom of God will
not always be appreciated. We must be willing to risk the loss.
Changing beliefs, changing behavior, and changing society are long processes that may never be complete.
We must continue, however, to work for change in all three areas as God calls us.
Katelin Hansen, an advocate for racial justice, appeared in a General Commission on Religion and Race Vital Conversations video called “Being an Ally With People of Color.” “These steps aren't so much a progression as they are a
cycle,” Hansen concludes. “Advocacy without relationship is empty. Education without changed behavior is hollow.
Sponsorship without humility and trust is misguided.”
What steps will you take to participate in God's transformational work of moving our society toward racial equality?
*This story was first published on Aug. 15, 2017 and edited on April 18, 2018.
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Share your talents at Emmanuel by Sharing the Word
as a Scripture Reader during our Sunday Zoom
Service! Help for a single Sunday or choose several.
You choose how many Sundays you are able to help.
To volunteer to serve as a Scripture Reader during
our Zoom Sunday Service, just email the office
at office@eumcbeltsville.com and they will let you
know which weeks are available!

UPDATE
Even though we are closed,
the trustees continue to work
within the church. The
trustees have marked a fire
lane at church per
instructions of the Fire
Marshall.

No experience needed!
We will train you on
the job!
New Fire
Lane Sign

The Pastor is available for appointments on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Email office@eumcbeltsville.com or call 301.937.7114 to make arrangements.

MARYLAND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

1. Jason Pavelka
2. Whitney Ademiluyi, Abraham
Scotland
5. Frances Cruz
7. Wanda Scotland
9. Teressa Dorsey
10. Andrew Onukwubiri
11. Gail Belshay
17. Lorna Marselas
23. Crispin Wray
25. John Kaufmann
28. Temitope Oluwafemi
30. Kristin Fadely
31. Paul Cruz, Edward Mellott

Emmanuel has Online Giving!
And it’s easy to use! Just go to
our website —
www.eumcbeltsville.com — and
follow the prompts to go to a
secure Online Donation page
hosted by Vanco Services, LLC.
If you prefer, you can scan the
QR code.

4. Beverly & George Urick
7. Wanda & Abraham Scotland
12. Kathy & Pat Mellott
25. JoAnne & Donal Blakley

When we return to the building, a list of job
opportunities are posted on the red
community bulletin board in the Narthex.

Start your week off with Virtual Worship at Emmanuel!
Join us on Sunday mornings in virtual worship through
Zoom. Join us for 30 minutes of fellowship from 9:3010:00 am followed by worship at 10:00. Use this link
https://zoom.us/j/98922434032 or go to zoom.us and click
join a meeting. The meeting number is 989 2243 4032.
Don’t have a computer to use? You can call in on any
telephone (cell or landline) at 1-301-715-8592!

Please pray for our
sick and shut in
Homebound:
Evelyn Adkins, Harry
Cottman, Norma Hall,
Carolyn Scarcia
Out of state:
Lil Mizzer

Christian love and sympathy to the
families of:

~Brian Crotti
~Patricia Hare (mother of Cathy Griffin,
Kathyrn’s daughter-in-law, John)
~Doris Shirey
~Carmen Valladares who lost her husband,
Juan Antonio Valladares, and her motherin-law, Maria Julia, and her brother in-law,
Moses Isaac.
~Roberta Smit, Jody Hammond’s Sister
~Al Doong

